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Overall Objective 
•  The objective would be to drive incremental sales of Untapped Category category by increasing 

awareness of Company’s offering. 
 
Driver Support 
•  The objective would support Lorem Ipsum Shopping Experience driver: 

•  win against the competition in every bay; 
•  use POP that reflects how the customer shops (less is more); 
•  visually inspire the customer to buy the product by pulling together the project; and 
•  ensure Retailer's Site presentation is as good as in-store 

 
Background 
•  The “path to purchase” increasingly has two parts: pre-shopping; and shopping. Seventy six 

percent of shoppers, according one survey, make purchase decisions at home with many of 
those surveyed making lists and sticking to them. [Source 1 Page 5]  When making lists, 
shoppers inevitably include “household essentials” but that’s a categorization that doesn’t 
always include Untapped Category supplies. [Source 1 Page 6] Retailer must, therefore, work 
hard to ensure that their shoppers buy Untapped Category products while in the store. 
Company surveys revealed that many shoppers are unaware that the brand stocks the 
category. [Source 5]. A survey revealed that 5% of Hardware employees didn’t know that the 
Company was in the Untapped Category business. [Source 5]. And the potential for incremental 
revenue is huge with home and hardware representing only 5% of total category sales. [Source 
1 Page 4] 
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Concept 1: Driving Awareness 



Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be to increase awareness of current shoppers, 
•  The second strategy to achieve the objective would be to increase awareness of people who do 

not shop at Hardware. 
 
Tactics 
•  The idea that every project has two Untapped Category components (pre-project and post-project) 

should be consistently communicated by Associates, in POS collateral, and on the Web site. 
Training Associates to consistently ask shoppers if “thought about Untapped Category up” couple 
with the consistent use of a visual cue – such as a “perform function Team” icon – would reinforce 
the idea across a wide variety of categories. The cue could be used both in-store, on the Web, and 
in ads / circulars. The consistent use of one color to connote “perform function” would also go a 
long way toward building awareness. 

•  The same idea and supporting tactics could be employed for seasonal or occasion-based 
Untapped Category opportunities such as the Winter holidays and back-to-school. There is, in fact, 
an opportunity for Hardware to “own” two significant occasions, Spring and Fall Untapped 
Category, via the tactics discussed above as well as aggressive cross-merchandising with adjacent 
categories such as rakes and leaf blowers. During key pushes for projects or occasions, staff could 
intercept entering shoppers and remind them to “not to forget about their Untapped Category 
needs”. Web site banners would serve a similar function.  

•  A system of project- or occasion-based handouts would increase awareness of the category while 
fostering cross- and up-selling. The system, which would be cost-efficient, could serve double duty 
at POS and as downloadable PDFs on the Web site.  

•  Moving the category to a more prominent location in the front of the store would also reinforce the 
role that Untapped Category has in every project and occasion.  

•  Overhead way-finding signage would significantly support moving the category. It could also serve 
as an alternative to an outright move.  
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Overall Objective 
•  The objective would be to position Hardware as a solutions provider by simplifying the shopping 

experience, starting with the Untapped Category category.  
 
Driver Support 
•  The objective would support Bill Field’s “Why Hardware” Shopping Experience driver: 

•  use POP that reflects how the customer shops (less is more); 
•  visually inspire the customer to buy the product by pulling together the project; 
•  ensure Retailer's Site presentation is as good as in-store; 
•  always offer functional breadth for a total project solution; and 
•  balance breadth of assortment versus confusing customers with too much selection to create 

a simplified shopping process (Paradox of Choice). 

 
Background 
•  In an econoProprietary Progran where people are time-pressed and over-messaged, where 25,000 

new consumer products are introduced every year, and where the number of ways that brands are 
attempting the break through the clutter seems to change every day, people are expressing a need 
for easier shopping experiences. The redesign of POS displays for Post-It Notes and Swiffer are 
just two examples of brands responding for consumers’ need for simplification. [Source 2 Page 43 
and Source 3 Page 56] And this is certainly the case with the Untapped Category category which 
for many shoppers is simply not intuitive . A task as “simple” as moping involves “hardware” (a 
mop), “software” (a Untapped Category solution), and an understanding  what works best on 
different surfaces. The presence of items for Untapped Category professionals and non-
professionals exacerbates the situation.  Untapped Category is simply not simple.  
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Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be to simplify what is sold. 

•  The second strategy to achieve the objective would be to simplify how things are sold.  
Tactics 

•  In terms of simplifying what is sold, the first step would be to conduct deep research into the full life cycle of a 
Untapped Category project: how to people determine when they need to perform function; how do they decide 
what they need to perform function; where do they get their information about Untapped Category (e.g., mom, 
Web sites, commercials); the degree to which there are regional and seasonal variations; when does Untapped 
Category actually get included on the sopping list (and why is it so frequently left off); do people bucket 
Untapped Category items together (e.g., mops and floor polish are Untapped Category items but rakes and 
garbage bins aren’t); and how to people shop online and in-store. A combination of qualitative, ethnographic, in-
store observations, and click-through rates could help answer these questions.  

•  In terms of what is sold, the second step would be to strategically rationalize the SKU assortment based on 
consumer needs, profitability, and available shelf space. An additional consideration would be whether 
Untapped Category products could / should be sold beyond the main pod and, if so, how they would be cross-
merchandised.  

•  In terms of how items are sold, there are two types of tactics: those that simply the experience outside the 
Untapped Category aisle; and those that simplify the experience in the Untapped Category aisle. Training 
associates to prompt shoppers about their Untapped Category needs and visual cues, two ideas discussed in 
Concept 1, would help simplify what’s needed for a project. So would signs pointing toward the Untapped 
Category section and other way-finding touchpoints. Once in the aisle, segmenting projects by need state, or by 
end-user (consumer or professional) would make things easier at POS. Cards describing the components of 
projects (as discussed in Concept 1) would also make the online and in-store experiences simpler.  

•  The use of color to connote Untapped Category could be expanding in-aisle with different colors used to guide 
the shopping experience.  
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Overall Objectives 
•  The objectives would be to improve the customer experience (both pre-shopping and shopping). 

NOTE FOR CLOVERLEAF: THERE WAS TALK OF ALSO DRIVING OPERATIONAL EFFICIENCIES BUT THE GROUP DID NOT 
DEVELOP ANY RECOMMENDATIONS ON THIS TOPIC. 

 
Driver Support 
•  The objectives would support Bill Field’s “Why Hardware” Shopping Experience driver: 

•  use POP that reflects how the customer shops (less is more); 
•  visually inspire the customer to buy the product by pulling together the project; 
•  ensure Retailer's Site presentation is as good as in-store; and 
•  always offer functional breadth for a total project solution. 

•  And the objectives would also support Bill Field’s First to Market driver 
•  lead, don’t follow; 
•  try new & innovative products & programs; and 
•  tell vendors we will try new things with speed. 

 
Background 
•  From the mundane (using coupons in-store), to the more capital-intensive but no longer wow-

inducing (kiosks), to smart phone-friendly coupons, consumers are integrating technology into their 
pre-shopping and in-store / online shopping routines so quickly and so broadly that yesterday’s 
cutting-edge IT is increasingly becoming today’s point of parity. [Source 6] In fact, overall shoppers 
expect the mundane such as coupons [Source 3 Page 51] – that much more so if you’re talking 
about Millennials [Source 4].  
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Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be to to improve online technology. 

•  The second strategy to achieve the objective would be to improve in-store technology. 
•  The third strategy to achieve the objective would be to integrate online and in-store technologies.  

Tactics 
•  Several of the previously-discussed tactics would be applicable for improving the online experience. Using 

Untapped Category-related icons or color cues (from Concept 1) leveraging a deep understanding of 
consumers’ attitudes (from Concept 2) to inform user experience would immediately add value.  

•  Other online improvements include including downloadable project lists (an idea that would be particularly 
efficient if the same content was available in-store); and creating shopping list functionality 

•  In an era where shoppers are awash in information, from blogs and online ratings to quality seals and 
magazine rankings, Hardware could break through the clutter to offer credible, relevant product information 
about Untapped Category on its site. For example, the Company could leverage content developed by its 
vendors (after modifying it to sync with the brand’s voice). Content developed online could also help with SEO 
efforts.  

•  Accepting coupons, while a major shift for Retailer’s, is the type of technology-based in-store “green fees” that 
should be strongly considered for the short- to mid-term.  

•  Wiring associates, though intuitively attractive, would have to be piloted to ascertain what customer experience 
need they met.  

•  And while kiosks are an increasingly popular in-store shopping aid, because they are so capital intensive 
research might reveal that an alternative – touch screens linking to the site – would provide the same content 
without having to maintain two systems. Using collateral at POS and online would also be effective and 
efficient.   
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Overall Objective 
•  The objective would be to leverage regional and local diversity to improve the in-store experience 

and increase sales.  
 
Driver Support 
•  The objective would support Bill Field’s “Why Hardware” Shopping Experience driver: 

•  Win against the competition in every bay; 
•  use POP that reflects how the customer shops (less is more); and 
•  don’t try to fool or confuse the customer / Always be authentic with our offers. 

•  The objective would also support Bill Field’s Go Local driver: 
•  localize your assortments; 
•  localize your pricing using price optimization; and 
•  execute with local store events. 

Background 
•  While the axiom that The United States has become so homogenized that every area looks like 

every other has more than a grain of truth to it, there remain a wide range of regional and local 
variances that strongly impact buying habits. There are opportunities to drive incremental sales 
beyond accounting for well-known variances (leaf blowers that under-index in the Southwest and 
canister vacuums that sell well in areas with hardwood floors such as New England). Allowing for 
regional variances also indemnifies a national brand like Hardware against shoppers’ concerns that 
“they don’t understand our needs”.  
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Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be to better understand variances.  

•  The second strategy to achieve the objective would be to activate programs based on this knowledge. 
•  The third strategy would be to institutionalize the feedback loop so innovations based on variances are 

continuous rather than one-off.  
Tactics 

•  As noted in Concept 2 (Simplification), more needs to be understood about shoppers’ motivations in the 
Untapped Category category – and this is certainly true of regional preferences. One specific research protocol 
would be Traffic Flow Optimization, work that would build on what P&G is already doing to understand what 
leads-off the aisles. Currently, while aggregated data shows that laundry is the #1 Untapped Category category 
and outdoor garbage bins are #2, TFO would allow Hardware to customize leads by area.  

•  A second idea, Customized Display by Region, would help ensure that right product was slotted for the right 
market at the right time (e.g., spring Untapped Category in South different time than Spring up north). National 
data could be drilled down to local level which could then positively impact touchpoints such as end caps and 
stack outs.  

•  Bringing regionalization / localization down to the planogram level is another tactic for helping shoppers feel as 
though this is Proprietary Progran Retailer. Regional planograms could be tied to distribution centers with 
vendors working to help pull together the new tool.  

•  Shoppers could be asked which items they would like to see in their stores. Taking the idea one step further, 
Hardware could create “advisory groups” for variance feedback; groups could be questioned on new products 
and services as well.  

•  At the local level and beyond product assortment and display, stores should be encouraged to identify and 
leverage local assets. For example, providing staff and supplies to perform function a local park might involve 
“national” products but would also create local credibility.  
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Overall Objective 
•  The objective would be to reward high volume customers (both professionals and non-

professionals). 
 
Driver Support 
•  The objective would support Bill Field’s “Why Hardware” Shopping Experience driver: 

•  visually inspire the customer to buy the product by pulling together the project; 
•  create a logical price and feature progression to simplify shopping process; and 
•  Don’t try to fool or confuse the customer. Always be authentic with our offers. 

 
Background 
•  Though an unfair perception in many regards, Hardware is not currently positioned, both in terms 

of its brand and its operations, to own price. It can, however, begin lay claim to value via a 
strategically-grounded and creatively executed customer loyalty program. Examples from the churn 
experienced by cell phone providers to the number of Web sites dedicated to comparing credit card 
offers, American shoppers want the companies selling them products and services to reward them 
for their loyalty. The price equation has morphed into the value equation.  
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Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be understand what drives loyalty in the 

professional and non-professional segments.  
•  The second strategy would be to develop a loyalty program – or loyalty programs – that 

addressed these consumer needs.  
Tactics 
•  Conducting research to understand what drives loyalty within the professional and non-

professional segments could “tag on” to other previously suggested research efforts. One 
additional area worth exploring is whether loyalty differs among the consumer segments 
identified by Clorox. [Source 1 Page 9] Research might reveal that there are professional 
segments as well. 

•  With an understanding in hand, program (s) could be developed. Structures include points that 
lead to rewards, high purchase frequency that leads to in-store or online discounts, or a 
mechanism that would allow shoppers to more quickly check-out. A related idea would be a 
“build your own” program, something that could foster greater connectivity to the brand. Within 
each program, there could be tiered membership with concomitant benefits. A tiered approach 
could be particularly effective in motivating shoppers to aspire to the next level to receive even 
more benefits. In addition to benefits, the loyalty program (s) could foster greater awareness of 
new Untapped Category products as well as create opportunities to cross-sell adjacent 
categories. This awareness and these opportunities could be communicated via email, e-
newsletters, and / or a part of the Web site that required a “special” loyalty members log-in. 
Providing content that other shoppers don’t have access to is another tactic, as is “invite-only” 
events centered on projects with Untapped Category components. Loyalty club members could 
also serve as a sounding board for new products and services.  

•  Adding a social media components, loyalty members could be guest bloggers on the Web site, 
could be featured for their projects with Untapped Category components, and could vote on 
charities for Hardware to support.  
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Overall Objective 
•  The objective would be to begin connecting with Millennials to drive short-term revenue and long-

term brand loyalty. 
 
Driver Support 

•  The objective would support Bill Field’s First to Market driver: 
•  lead, don’t follow; 
•  try new & innovative products & programs; and 
•  ensure you are fashion & trend right. 

Background 
•  There are (at least) four things to keep in mind with attempting to connect with this generation: they 

are more technically savvy than other age cohorts (so they have higher expectations about being 
digitally empowered); they are less trustful of institutions and traditions associated with institutions 
(so they are wary of traditional marketing); and they believe, as other generations did before them, 
in their own exceptionalism. Finally, tonality is important with this generation – so a key challenge 
will be how to translate the Hardware brand into something that is relevant and differentiated for 
this target. As one major study noted related to their use of technology, “these innovations provide 
more than a bottomless source of information and entertainment, and more than an ecosystem for 
their social lives. They are also a badge of generational identity”. [Source 4 Page 25] Given this, 
technology plays a large part in the strategies and tactics that are recommended for consideration.  
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Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be identify how this generation’s attitudes toward and use of 

Untapped Category products differs from other segments. 
•  The second strategy would be to develop a series of pilot programs that more often than not have a technology 

component but do not become obsessed with today’s “shiny new object”.    
 

Tactics 
•  Understanding how this segment differs from other target would be a crucial first step.  

•  Tactics to empower this generation as a group of shoppers includes being cognizant of how they like to 
communicate (e.g., via email or Tweets) and being sensitive to their notions of privacy by not asking typical 
demographic information. Tactics to appeal to how they process brand communications include contests – such 
as who used Hardware products to turn their dumpy first apartment into something your parents would be 
proud of – that are on-brand while being funny enough to go viral. Having the Hardware “perform function 
Team” would be one promo idea while identifying a generation analog to the brand’s NASCAR sponsorship 
would be another.  

•  There is also an opportunity for Hardware to begin foster connectivity by providing – with the right tone – 
information about everyday Untapped Category. More basic than the project-based collateral system discussed 
previously, this content would, literally, provide “how to mop”, “how to dust” etc. Because there’s nothing 
intuitive about Untapped Category. Another tactic would market around generation-specific Untapped Category 
occasions such as getting ready for your first apartment.  

•  Hardware might also combine several ideas to create a section within either the main Web site or the soon-to-
be-launched Proprietary Progran Retailer dedicated to this cohort. Again, having the right tone while being on-
brand would both be key.  

•  Finally, implementing the type of recommendations discussed in Concept 3 (Technology) are crucial to 
establish short-term credibility to drive sales and long-term connectivity to build loyalty. 
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Objective 
•  The objective would be to develop cost containment and optimization plans and programs.  
 
Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be to develop cost containment and 

optimization plans.  
•  The second strategy would be to activate the adopted plans.  
 
Tactics 
•  Despite working closely together, Hardware and some of its vendors are not fully aware of 

underlying operational constraints that result in hiccups as well as potential synergies that could 
create value. A tactic to address these and other issues would be to run an ongoing “Logistics 
University” to bring the Company and its vendors closer together. Topics that could be 
addressed include: new item execution; time-frames of order fulfillment; forecasting; common 
language; and metrics. Participants could include forecasters, managers who coordinate 
promotional  plans, logistics / freight / traffic managers, and supply chain managers. It could be 
held in person and / or staged as a Webinar. 

•  A second idea would be to collaborate on six month forecasting providing that vendors agreed 
to appropriate non-disclosure agreements. 

•  A third idea would be to conduct joint factory and supply chain tours to identify areas of 
potential collaboration.  
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Overall Objective 
•  The objective would be to sell more Untapped Category product to more people more often. 
 
Driver Support 

•  The objective would support Bill Field’s “Why Hardware” Shopping Experience 
•  win against the competition in every bay; 
•  use POP that reflects how the customer shops (less is more); 
•  visually inspire the customer to buy the product by pulling together the project; 
•  and ensure Retailer's Site presentation is as good as in-store. 

 
Background 
•  The numbers speak to a large opportunity to drive incremental revenue. For example, 44% of 

homecare shoppers are in the store for DIY products and every DIY product has a Untapped 
Category component. [Source 1 Page 11] Shoppers across a range of categories at home centers 
are much more likely to impulse buy than shoppers at FDMs. [Source 1 Page 12] And Hardware 
Untapped Category shoppers browse a wide range of other departments. [Source 1 Page 19]  
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Strategies 
•  The first strategy to achieve the objective would be product bundling. 

•  The second strategy to achieve the objective would be linking purchases. 
•  The third strategy to achieve the objective would be to create consistent visual cues.   

 
Tactics 
•  There are a wide range of product bundling ideas. For example, a Hardware-branded stainless steel bucket 

with an occasion-based wrap-around message could be sold as a “starter kit” to Millennials attempting to 
perform function their first apartment. Substitute the bucket for a corrugated caddy and use a different message 
and Hardware has a platform to push a “buy 5 Untapped Category items and get the 6th item free” promotion. 
Place the buckets or the caddies where shoppers walk in and the Untapped Category category gets an instant 
awareness bump; have Associates offer shoppers these items when they make an appliance purchase and 
there’s a physical reminder to visit the Untapped Category aisle.  

•  Other product bundling ideas include seasonal Untapped Category, garage Untapped Category. Hardware 
could identify, via research, products that shoppers believe the Company could “own” and end caps could 
feature “famous for” promotions.  

•  Educating Associates that “Every project has a Untapped Category component” (or something more artful) is 
the first step in driving traffic from their aisle to the Untapped Category aisle. Empowering Associates with the 
project-based collateral system discussed previously would support these efforts. Providing small financial 
incentives and peer recognition for contributing to incremental sales are two other ideas. And visual cues would 
reinforce opportunities to Associates and educate consumers.  

•  With two programs in place – data on category drivers and a loyalty program – Hardware would have the 
foundation to do email blasts (e.g., “it’s been 3 months since you purchased window perform functioner) and 
product sampling,  
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